
IT’S LUCY’S FAULT!

Its so true, a little over 5 years ago - around midnight. My wife said one line. She said “80s in the 
park”. it was in answer to an open question about what else anyone could bring to Melbourne fl. The 
phase hung there in air as myself, Kyle and Lucy drove home. BY the time we got home it was 1am 
and Lucy, all unsuspecting, went to bed. Kyle and I did not! instead we started talking about “80s in the
park”. What it might be, what it might look like and lastly - who might play. What followed was the 
purchase of the domain, set up of facebook and vetting of bands that lasted all night. By sunrise, we 
had completely stolen her idea and had started 80s in the park for real. 6 months and many long night 
later - we had our 20 band, full court madness at Wickham pavilion.  Sure we had never thrown a rock 
festival before, sure we no idea where we would get the bands and yes - we had no idea how much hair 
we would lose in the process. What we did know was how to throw a party and boy was it a party. the 
only thing that we were sure of was that we would commit to a simple set a values - we would do it for 
the bands and fans and nothing but a good time! 

And as things have a way of doing - it took on a life of its own. 

That was then 

Now, 5 years and 120 sets later - 80s in the park is still going (much too the surprise of many people 
including Lucy). Over the years it has changed and grown and embedded itself in our lives (like a 
tumor - a rock tumor lol) and now in its 6th year we return to the our roots (and grass) at the festival lot
at Space Coast Harley Davidson. Along the way we have changed the idea of what a festival can do and
even invented some aspects of interaction between fans and bands that have made our little event one 
of the most up close and personal music shows in the world. Since we started in 2013 there have been 
over 20 copycat events come and gone. 

Today we still have the most unusual VIP ticket in the world. One that puts the ticket holder and the 
bands together for what we have trademarked as a “Meet & Mingle” after party that is second to none 
(so far lol). We have combined cruise days, hotel stays and non-stop entertainment in a way that 
demands that you call out sick on Monday morning. And although our line ups, locations and venues 
have changed over the years - we have not. 

Sure we do not do things the way other festival do. But that one of the joys of being independent – its 
not a cookie cutter event – its a happening! (hows that for spin?) I am often reminded of a song line by 
Sawyer Brown “Some girls don’t like boys like me – ah but some girls do!”

Which is to say - we still do it for the same reason and we could not be more proud it. Along the way, 
we have been helped and carried by some of the best friends and stranger we could have ever hoped to 
meet. And while it is true that Kyle and I started pushing this bolder up the hill - without all of their 
help it would have surely rolled over us by now. When people said we could not do it – they said we 
could. When people said we were dead – they gave us life.  And when we have been called names and 
slandered – they have been our biggest defenders. Our crew, our friends and our families - they are real 
heroes – and we are their biggest fans! 

It is our hope that if you like to have nothing but a good time and enjoy 80s rock - you will find your 
way out to 80s in the park this September 28th - 30th and if you do - tell everyone you can that you 
know Richard & Kyle! (its an inside joke that our selfless and hard working crew love to hear).  


